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Uncle Toby’s Legacy:  
Children’s Columns in the Provincial Newspaper Press, 1873-1914.  
 
In 1881, the Aberdeen Journal announced: 
 
Hitherto Newspapers, while addressing themselves to the Family 
Circle, have contained little of real interest and pleasure for Girls and 
Boys, who, although called upon to read the paper for the benefit of 
others, seldom find anything in it to suit their own tastes and feelings. 
As regards the Aberdeen Weekly Journal, this will no longer be the 
case. Arrangements have been made for publishing every week a 
column or more of particular interest to young people, dealing with all 
kinds of subjects, which they are sure to think about, and like to read 
about.1    
This assertion was not wholly true. Instead, this Aberdeen ‘Children’s Hour’ joined a 
growing number of children’s columns in newspapers that had begun with the ‘Corner 
for Children’ printed by the Belfast News-Letter on 26 August 1873. There are strong 
grounds to suggest that this was the first attempt, albeit short-lived, by a British 
provincial newspaper, to cater directly for young readers. This was a one-off feature, 
but by the late nineteenth century, children’s columns in newspapers, and especially 
the weekly provincial press, were relatively common. These were often composed of 
little more than ‘scissors and paste’ articles from the children’s periodical press. The 
Leeds Mercury began its children’s column in 1879 by immediately replicating 
‘school stories’ from the newly launched Boy’s Own Paper, and the ‘Something for 
Young Folks’ column in the Paddington Times of 1890 carried on this format by 
carrying moralistic stories taken from the popular magazine Little Folks.2  
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It could easily be assumed that this replicated material was the normal fare 
offered to children in a conscious effort to fill the pages of newspapers with minimum 
cost and effort. Moreover, until recently, we have lacked an understanding of the 
provision for children by newspapers to clarify this. As a number of scholars have 
pointed out, in comparison to the extensive studies carried out on the newspaper press 
per se, there has been little academic attention paid to the provincial newspaper press. 
Andrew Walker has issued the most recent call for more work in this field, suggesting 
that this long overdue research might have been sidestepped, simply because of the 
daunting degree of sources available.3 The vast majority of this is un-indexed and 
only available in sometimes-fragile hard copy. Work is ongoing in a number of fields 
to make this valuable resource more easily accessible, most notably the British 
Library 19th Century Newspaper digitisation project that has made forty-eight 
provincial British and Irish titles available on-line, and the recent Dictionary of 
Nineteenth-Century Journalism, which has provided greater depth to diverse facets of 
the regional press.4 This article adds to our understanding of the provincial press. It 
will demonstrate that, in contrast to the second-hand menu offered to children by 
some newspapers, the supply of reading matter for children by other titles was a much 
more thoughtful process. A conscious effort was made to not only provide original 
material for young readers, but also to engage with them by offering an open forum 
for their contributions in the form of a ‘society’. Membership was free and open to all 
children, and sometimes adults, provided they agreed to abide a set of rules. It is 
important to emphasise that, with the exception of the Daily Mirror’s League of 
Helping Hands society formed belatedly in 1910 and the Order of Chivalry managed 
by the agricultural journal the Cable, these newspaper societies remained the preserve 
of the provincial press, which in the period 1870-1914 was enjoying a ‘golden age’.5 
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The first society began in 1876. The Newcastle Weekly Chronicle [NWC] 
started its ‘Corner for Children’ as a permanent feature that ran until the paper’s 
closure in 1940. Within this column, the newspaper also founded its ‘Dicky Bird 
Society’ [DBS] children’s club. These features were immediately popular. DBS 
membership applications poured in and in just five years, 50,000 children had 
enrolled. Such work was quickly noticed, and the DBS received widespread praise. 
House and Home Magazine, in 1879, observed that the NWC was ‘one of the best 
paper published… [and] chronicles the doings of this admirable society’.6 
 
Averaging just two columns long, the page space provided by this newspaper 
children’s column and club by a publication aimed at adults, was trivial in comparison 
to the burgeoning children’s periodical press. For instance, the weekly print run of the 
sixteen-paged Boy’s Own Paper, one of the most popular periodicals, exceeded 
500,000 in the late 1880s. 7  Children also had access to the raft of new youth 
movements that were emerging during the last quarter of the nineteenth-century. Such 
societies were responding to public disquiet regarding children’s supposed poor 
behaviour, and offered exciting activities, such as camping, musical bands, and 
picnics to their recruits. By 1910, the temperance Band of Hope and its allies claimed 
3.6million juvenile members, and the newly formed Scouts could boast 100,000 
members after just two years of existence. Clearly then, there were many alternative 
amusements for children. However, in the same year, one press society, the Children’s 
Guild of the Auckland Chronicle had 79,000 child members, recruited mainly from 
Durham colliery villages.8 Admittedly, this was the cumulative number of members 
enrolled since 1904, but it demonstrates that the DBS was not a unique creation and 
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other newspapers were also quite capable of operating societies and attracting large 
numbers of children, despite the twin presence of alternative attractions for children in 
the form of periodicals and seemingly more exciting youth movements.      
 
Other provincial newspapers tentatively moved to copy the DBS. The Leigh 
Chronicle was the first to react, by establishing a ‘branch’ of the DBS in 1877 and 
carrying news of Lancashire-based members.9 The nineteenth-century press was a 
ruthless business, so it is curious that the success of the DBS did not provoke an 
immediate response from other newspapers, especially in Newcastle, keen to keep 
pace with such a novel initiative. Newspapers might have adopted a ‘wait and see’ 
approach before following suit. It was not until 1879 that the Newcastle Courant 
launched its ‘Young Folks Corner’ and then began its Humane Society only in 1882. 
This coincided with a sudden growth in newspaper societies for children in the 1880s. 
A Sunbeam Society was started by the Dundee People’s Journal, Golden Circles 
appeared in the Leeds Times and Northern Weekly Leader, and a Kind Hearted 
Brigade was formed by Sheffield Weekly Telegraph. The creation of children’s press 
societies was not confined to any particular decade, and not to any particular region, 
as from the 1890s, the pace of society formation quickened. By now, newspapers in 
Birmingham, Cardiff, Nottingham, and Portsmouth, among others, were catering for 
children. The popularity of such clubs did not diminish, and in the early twentieth 
century, newspapers in Hull, Bristol, and London launched societies. Although the 
DBS received widespread praise, especially in the periodical press, and such exposure 
almost certainly set in motion other societies, it is noteworthy that first hand 
experience of the growth of the DBS was probably responsible for the creation of one 
particularly successful society. The journalist and children’s author, Lillie Harris, had 
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previously worked on the Newcastle Chronicle from 1885 to 1888 as its ‘lady editor’, 
and quickly replicated the success of the DBS in Sheffield. Beginning in 1889, her 
Kind Hearted Brigade enrolled 27,000 members in just two years.10  
 
In the period 1873 to 1914, forty-three newspapers have been found to have 
developed their children’s column by including some form of club or society for 
young readers to join.11 This was therefore a significant movement. Despite the large 
numbers, the spread of titles and the varying geographical range, as this article will 
demonstrate, most of these societies remained strongly wedded to the formulaic 
content devised and developed by the NWC. Indeed, new societies quickly 
acknowledged the DBS as their inspiration. In January 1882, the journalist Frank 
Fearneley launched the Band of Kindness [BOK] in the Stockport Advertiser. The 
newspaper praised the efforts of the DBS and printed examples of correspondence 
received by the NWC, to ‘show you the kind of friends the DBS has’. The 
extraordinary success that the DBS enjoyed appeared to create an element of 
incredulity that an ordinary newspaper could muster such popular support from 
children. Fearneley told his new young readers that he intended to contact ‘Uncle 
Toby’ (the leader of the DBS) and ‘ask him to send a letter to tell us how he has 
managed to get so many young writers’.12  
 
Within a few months, the Stockport paper was also enjoying popular support 
for its BOK, leading Fearneley to expand the BOK’s operations in August 1882 by 
launching the Children’s Own Paper periodical. The BOK was unique in that it was 
the only newspaper society to have transferred into a magazine. By 1883, with 15,000 
members, Fearneley bragged that his society was enrolling members at twice the rate 
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of the DBS.13 Despite its initial impetus, by 1887, membership of the BOK peaked at 
46,000. This did not prevent this society from praising the foundation of another new 
newspaper society, which it appeared to insinuate was inspired by its success. 
Whether this was true is debatable, but it was not the only society to claim it was a 
model for others as even newspapers overseas replicated what they believed to be 
successful ventures. The Guild of Kindness, formed by the Manchester Weekly Times 
in 1889, reported that a newspaper in Indiana had copied its structure and name.14    
 
The majority of the societies were hosted in the popular weekly press 
produced on Fridays or Saturdays, or in the Saturday edition of a daily provincial 
newspaper, often in a supplement section. These were intended for leisurely weekend 
reading en famille and contained a miscellany of feature material. Editors were 
attempting to broaden their reading audience in its fullest sense. In 1882, following 
the redesign of the Bradford Weekly Telegraph, which also launched its children’s 
column, the paper declared that this was to ‘make it a first class family journal… to 
meet the tastes of the widest circle of readers’.15  
 
The Bradford paper was relatively early in creating a children’s column, but 
its reformatting was well over a decade behind that of the NWC. This title was begun 
in 1864, as the weekly edition of the Newcastle Daily Chronicle. Editing the new 
paper was the radical journalist, William Edwin Adams (1832-1906) who transformed 
the NWC into one of the most important provincial newspapers of the late Victorian 
period, renowned for its high quality and varied content. This drove circulation 
upwards to 45,000 by 1875. The introduction of the ‘Children’s Corner’, edited 
personally by Adams, was part of the drive to appeal to a broad readership. Similarly, 
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the creation of the DBS was astute. Nature conservation and animal welfare had 
emerged to become a national preoccupation by the 1860s, and although Adams held 
a deep-seated hatred of animal cruelty, the creation of the DBS was a timely attempt 
to engage with this contemporary concern for animal welfare.16  
 
Extraordinarily, the DBS ran until 1940 when, because of wartime economic 
pressures, its host paper folded.17 Over this sixty-four year period, the DBS remained 
the sole feature for children in the NWC. Other clubs, such as the Golden Rule Society 
of the Nottinghamshire Weekly Express also remained as unvarying features in their 
host papers. This continuity did not always apply to other newspapers, which offered 
a variety of clubs and columns in an effort to serve children. The Hexham Courant 
began its ‘Paul Boythorne’s’ children’s society in 1881 that ran for five years and 
attracted 1,700 members, and was replaced by a children’s column in 1886. A club 
reappeared, albeit briefly in 1890, before the newspaper returned to column only 
format until 1907, when Uncle Fred’s Children’s Circle began. 18  Therefore, the 
arrangements for newspaper societies were complicated and were in constant flux. 
Changes in newspaper personnel and proprietors, reformatting, public taste and 
financial stability must have been mitigating factors influencing the newspaper’s 
decision to cater for young readers, who were ultimately its target audience. A 
palpable lack of support by children, demonstrated in a sluggish recruitment rate, 
caused the London Weekly Times and Echo to abruptly curtail its Children’s Corner in 
1897. Societies did not always then fit the stable pattern set by the DBS, although this 
society benefited from the strong leadership of the NWC’s editors. William Adams, 
and then his son, Ernest from 1898, as editors of the NWC and leaders of the DBS, 
oversaw the enrolment of hundreds of thousands of children. By 1914, the 
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membership of the DBS exceeded 300,000, although four other newspaper societies 
could boast membership lists of over 100,000 members, demonstrating that the 
success and popularity of a ‘DBS style’ society could easily be replicated elsewhere.19  
 
The creation of the DBS by Adams was definitely a progressive innovation in 
terms of newspaper content. It was certainly unique in being the first children’s ‘press 
society’ in a newspaper, and may have been the first publication to offer such an 
association to children through ‘their’ literature. However, facets of the DBS were not 
entirely original and owed much to the children’s periodical press. First, its concern 
for animal welfare can be found in children’s periodicals of the early nineteenth 
century, and this rhetoric became a staple subject matter for the devotional 
publications by the second half of the nineteenth-century, as children were exhorted to 
treat animals with respect and especially desist from egg-collecting. 20  Secondly, 
whilst the early children’s magazine press of the 1820s had an authoritarian 
relationship with its readers, by the 1870s, forced by an increasingly competitive 
market, this attitude had softened as editors constructed a more affable relationship 
with young readers. Publishers created ‘familial’ titles such as ‘Aunt’ or Uncle’ as 
‘editors’ for their magazines and this also provided identifiable figureheads for their 
readers. Finally, the juvenile press, even in its early days in the 1780s had created a 
trend for publishing contributions from its young readers, including entreaties to treat 
birds with kindness, although this was not always a positive experience for 
contributors. Whilst editorials claimed an enhanced chumminess towards their 
readership, the response to some readers’ correspondence to the boys story papers of 
the 1860s remained quite acerbic, especially if grammar and punctuation was 
deficient, or in some cases, if the content of essays was weak.21       
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Adams carefully wove animal welfare and children’s correspondence into his 
new DBS. He too created an avuncular relationship with his readers by taking on the 
persona of ‘Uncle Toby’. This was not an arbitrary designation, and instead this 
genial title was chosen carefully. ‘Uncle Toby’, Adams explained to his young 
readers, was an important character in Lawrence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy and had 
been bothered by a fly in his room. Instead of killing the insect, Uncle Toby released 
it. Adams thought this display of kindness perfectly matched the intended aims of his 
bird protection society.22 Like many of the editorial changes that made the NWC 
popular, Adams’ intuitive design for his DBS paid off. Children immediately warmed 
to Uncle Toby, evidenced by their salutations ‘Dear Uncle’ and commonly signed-off 
their missives affectionately with ‘your loving/loyal niece/nephew’. As the DBS grew 
in size and reputation, then Uncle Toby’s profile also increased, and caught the 
imagination of tradesmen, keen to take advantage of a marketable image. By 1887, 
Uncle Toby prints, sweets, cakes, medals, almanacs, and even tobacco and picture 
frames were made available for purchase.23 It is therefore not surprising, given the 
success of Adams’ creation, to find that other newspaper societies immediately 
installed similarly titled genial leaders, sometimes in response to reader’s demands. 
The improbably named ‘Paul Boythorne’, leading the Hexham Courant’s society, 
received a letter requesting that he amend his title to ‘Uncle Boythorne’ to be like 
‘Uncle Toby’ of the DBS. Names of leaders appeared more randomly chosen 
compared to ‘Uncle Toby’. ‘Uncle Jacks’ led the Birmingham Daily Times’ Order of 
Kindness and the Burnley Gazette’s Sunbeam Society, whilst Uncle Williams were in 
charge of the League of Love for the Portsmouth Times and the Golden Rule Society 
hosted by the Nottinghamshire Weekly Express. Female ‘leaders’ were less common, 
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but ‘Aunt Maggie’ or ‘Maggie Symington’ managed the Hexham Courant’s ‘Round 
Table’.24 
Figure 1 
Uncle Toby Print, 1887 
 
 
Source: Dicky Bird Society, Uncle Toby’s Big Book: Uncle Toby’s Articles and 
Cuttings from the Newcastle Weekly Chronicle, 1876-1890. 
[Local Studies/Newcastle City Library]. 
 
Like the NWC, the majority of newspapers produced their own children’s 
columns and managed their societies autonomously, but a significant number of titles 
were not averse to hosting syndicated clubs. This was simply a continuation of the 
established practice of the syndication of newspaper features. William Donaldson, in 
his assessment of popular fiction in Scottish newspapers, has drawn attention to the 
tradition of syndication, suggesting that all manner of newspaper articles from news 
to fiction was commonly supplied to editors, who were under pressure to quickly fill 
their publications.25 It was obvious that those titles managed by the same proprietor 
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would carry the same children’s columns to their different publications. Joseph 
Woodward owned both the Heckmondwike Reporter and Huddersfield Examiner, 
which both printed a children’s column in 1890, edited by ‘Androcles’. However, 
unconnected, geographically distant, and notably politically diverse titles, took the 
same syndicated columns. Aunt Maggie supplied her ‘Round Table’ society to the 
Cardiff Times (Liberal), Durham Chronicle (Liberal), Ipswich Journal 
(Conservative), and Nottinghamshire Guardian (Conservative) in 1890. 26  It is 
noteworthy that the content of the Round Table, and its extensive lists of members, 
did not give away the fact that although it was managed from Symington’s Norfolk 
address, the society was also concurrently appearing in other newspapers, perhaps 
hundreds of miles of way. 27  This was a deliberate tactic. The DBS and other 
newspaper societies made a great effort of emphasising the close relationship with 
their members, and there are repeated assurances by society leaders to children that it 
was ‘their’ society. Indeed, to accentuate this familiarity, children were invited to vote 
on potential changes for ‘their’ societies. After balloting readers of the Northern 
Weekly Leader, the newspaper’s society was renamed the ‘Golden Circle’ instead of 
‘Children’s Circle’ in 1886.28 
 
Like children’s magazines, these society leaders used their editorials to make a 
concerted attempt to create amiable relations with young readers. Uncle John of the 
Birmingham Weekly Post reached out to children by assuring his ‘dear young friends’ 
that he wanted to befriend his ‘nieces and nephews’.29 There was little evidence of the 
barbed comments to letters that could be found in some of the magazines, especially 
with regard to poor grammar. Society leaders sometimes made exceptions, especially 
so if their animal welfare rules were disobeyed, as ‘Eleanor’ discovered in 1903. 
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Cousin Paul publicly rebuked her for keeping caged larks, which was ‘against our 
rule… [and] I hope that we shall have a letter from Eleanor telling us that she will let 
her birds free’.30 Any further criticism of children proved to be poor commercial 
judgement. The Leeds Times launched its Golden Circle in 1889. After a slowdown in 
the numbers of letters received, in 1893 Uncle John accused his readers of being 
‘selfish’ for not making an effort to write to him. It was perhaps not surprising that 
interest continued to decline, and the society ceased twelve months later.31     
 
With regard to grammar, a much more tolerant attitude was discernable, as the 
letter from George Smith to Uncle George of the Band of Kindness in 1882 reveals;  
 
I like you because you don’t make remarks in your Corner about our 
writing and don’t make fun of our spelling. I never dare to write to the 
Boy’s Own Paper for that reason, because in the next number there 
would surely be some fun made of me; it is so nice finding stories &c, 
in your paper that have been written by my playmates.32 
 
This is not to say that sloppily written letters were acceptable, as although some 
societies organised social events for their members, letter writing remained the chief 
means of contact between members and their societies. Newspapers insisted that 
children should write interesting compositions that were as neat as possible, with 
regular competitions offered, and the enticement of chocolates as prizes, to encourage 
high quality correspondence. Despite these stylistic conventions, with such an 
apparently hospitable public sphere for their correspondence, children wrote in their 
thousands to individual newspaper titles. For instance, the West Cumberland Times 
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reported that it had received 20,183 letters, essays, and drawings in a twelve-month 
period from 1904 to 1905.33  
Figure 2 
Illustrated Envelope of a Letter to the Dicky Bird Society (1887) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Dicky Bird Society, Uncle Toby’s Big Book: Uncle Toby’s Articles and 
Cuttings from the Newcastle Weekly Chronicle, 1876-1890. 
[Local Studies/Newcastle City Library]. 
 
 
What did children write about? A sample of children’s letters sent to the 
Auckland Chronicle in 1908 includes responses to a competition emphasising the 
importance of good behaviour, a complaint about feathered millinery, two stories 
about a dog and cuckoo, and several poems emphasising politeness and the value of 
hard work. Not all correspondence was this moralising. The content of the majority of 
letters to newspapers is what one would normally expect from pre-teenage children. 
Accounts of holidays, pets, daytrips, sightings of birds and animals, schoolwork, and 
favourite games predominate, but emphasising that this was correspondence from 
nineteenth century children, they also described their employment. Twelve-year old 
James Lee wrote to the Golden Circle complaining about his first day’s hard work as 
a colliery trapper and his fear of the dark.34 
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This letter writing also had a constructive purpose, as it created communities 
of regular correspondents nurtured by the newspapers. Networks of pen friends were 
encouraged, although strict rules were in place to ensure that morality was upheld. 
The Kind Hearted Brigade’s ‘Correspondence Club’ had stringent rules ensuring 
same-gender correspondents. Of course, rules were broken. One female member of 
the Busy Bee Society reported that a twenty-three year old man had contacted her 
after her address was printed in the column. Uncle John had to warn members that 
such conduct was ‘improper’ and completely outside the rules of his society. These 
problems were outweighed by positives in this network of correspondents. The 
Sunbeam Club encouraged children to write to ‘invalid’ members and we need to 
regard such activity as a deliberate attempt by the societies to shape their members’ 
social responsibility.35 
 
These networks were extended overseas by the practice of sending newspapers 
to British émigrés. With their summation of the week’s events, provincial weekend 
miscellany newspapers offered the perfect information exchange and were an ideal 
medium for ‘keeping in touch’ with local news and friends and family back in the 
‘Old Country’. Letters received from individuals in Canada, with roots in north 
Northumberland and the Scottish Border region indicates that many found the 
Berwick Journal’s Dicky Bird Club ideal for relaying news to and from the Empire, 
although it was certainly not the only club to receive regular correspondence from 
children living overseas. The DBS began a convention of children writing to 
newspapers. Most of this correspondence was naturally praiseworthy of the society 
and its leader, and was, for the newspaper, a relatively simple way of filling page 
space. For children, the overriding impression from this mass of correspondence, is 
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the sheer pleasure they took in simply seeing their names in print in a newspapers that 
was likely to be read by their parents, relatives, neighbours and, possibly, their peers. 
‘It is my greatest desire to see my name in print’, wrote Annie Trousdale to the 
Northern Weekly Gazette in 1911.36     
 
Compared to the children’s magazine press, which was well illustrated with 
sometimes high-quality coloured prints, owing to their lower quality production levels 
the newspaper societies rarely provided pictures for their readers. One exception was 
the masthead that usually adorned the children’s column. Surrounded by his adoring 
members, Uncle Toby was depicted in a woodcut image as a seated figure, 
appropriately dressed in cocked hat as befitting the eighteenth-century character 
created by Laurence Sterne (Fig. 3).  
 
Figure 3 
Masthead of the Dicky Bird Society and ‘Uncle Toby’ 
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Source: Newcastle Weekly Chronicle, 23 October 1886. 
 
Illustrations of other society leaders in a similar seated pose with attendant members 
also headed a number of other newspaper society columns. For instance, those 
appearing in the Hexham Courant and the People’s Journal, and also representing the 
widely syndicated Round Table. Even the Hull Times, which did not manage a club, 
felt it necessary to represent its children’s column with its leader, Uncle Ned, seated 
amongst his young readers. The extent to which the DBS was copied went as far as 
directly appropriating the society’s title, as demonstrated by the Berwick-based 
‘Borders Dicky Bird Club’ and the Cambrian newspaper’s ‘Welsh Dicky Bird 
Society’ in Swansea. Adams frequently celebrated reports of new societies following 
the DBS lead, as proof of the growing interest in animal welfare. However, he was not 
averse to rebuking those clubs that not only adopted the format of the DBS, but also 
appropriated its exact design, without actually acknowledging the Newcastle society 
as the ‘parent’ association.37 
 
By taking the ‘Dicky Bird’ title, it is evident that other clubs also shared the 
Newcastle society’s concern for bird protection, which was an incessant campaign 
throughout its existence. The first wild bird protection act (An Act for the 
Preservation of Sea Birds) was passed in 1869, and this was strengthened in 1872, 
and then again in 1876. Animal protectionists began a ‘crusade for birds’ as it was 
increasingly realised that birds played a vital role in consuming vast numbers of 
noxious insects that would otherwise decimate crops. Furthermore, there was also a 
realisation that the contemporary fashion for plumaged millinery among women and 
the vogue for collecting bird’s eggs was having a ruinous effect on the populations of 
wild birds. With regard to the plumage trade, one calculation, in 1898, claimed that 
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Europe imported 300 million bird skins a year to supply the fashion industry.38 This 
campaign was also given further weight by the common belief, illustrated by William 
Hogarth’s Four Stages of Cruelty (1751) and then given wide exposure and credence 
by the newspaper press, significantly often in their children’s societies, that cruelty 
committed to animals and birds by children would later manifest into interpersonal 
violence.39 
 
Editorials by Uncle Toby informed members of new acts of parliament, 
campaign news from the newly formed Society for the Protection of Birds, and did 
not protect children from some of the grotesque creations of the fashion industry, such 
as the woman who wore robin skins at a fancy dress ball to represent ‘winter’.40 This 
was not just an outward campaign. Letters from DBS members condemned egg-
collecting and the feathered millinery trade especially.41 In broaching this latter topic 
and creating adverse reaction, Adams was attempting to generate in his young 
members a lifelong aversion of bird cruelty. As the pledge taken by DBS members 
illustrates, Adams also expected children joining his DBS to carry out conservation 
work of a more practical nature.  
 
I promise to be kind to all living things, to protect to the utmost of my 
power, to feed the birds in the winter time, and never to take or destroy 
a nest. I also promise to get as many boys and girls as possible to join 
the Dicky Bird Society.42  
 
The importance of these tasks were re-emphasised on a regular basis, especially with 
regard to feeding the birds during periods of cold winter, and  additional work such as 
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erecting bird boxes and preventing boys from shooting birds with catapults was also 
encouraged.43 
 
The titles of other newspaper societies, such as the ‘Animals Friend Society’, 
suggest that the scope of this animal welfare agenda was not just confined to the 
‘Dicky Bird’ societies. Although the names ‘Golden Circle’ and ‘Round Table’ give 
little away as to the intentions of the societies, their rules also specified that members 
should ‘be kind to all dumb creatures’ or promise to protect ‘all weak children and 
dumb animals’.44 Thirty-six of the forty-three newspaper titles hosting societies had 
an animal or bird protection agenda within their rules or regular editorials, which also 
stressed the importance of good behaviour, respect for parental authority, and carrying 
out charitable work. The extent to which positive animal welfare was pressed varied 
in strength compared to the constant campaign forged by the DBS. The vitriol of the 
Hexham Herald’s Sister Mercy club was much stronger than even Uncle Toby’s. By 
contrast, the Busy Bee Society was content to issue occasional admonitions against 
egg-collecting. 45  Nevertheless, the fact that the majority of these clubs, to some 
degree, were supportive of animal and bird protection and similarly advocated 
proactive nature conservation, such as bird feeding, is further proof of their reliance 
on the model laid down by the DBS. 
 
The content of the children’s periodical press had provided the pattern for the 
DBS, which was then skilfully modelled and progressed by Adams to create a 
innovative society. This in turn, was replicated by a host of provincial newspapers 
keen to reprise the success of the NWC’s society. Newspapers shared the concern of 
the children’s press for animal cruelty, but again they were more progressive in 
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creating public forums in which children’s behaviour, towards birds especially, could 
be positively shaped, and through their correspondence, also keenly monitored, and 
where appropriate very publicly rebuked. These active societies marked the difference 
between newspapers and the periodicals, which rarely carried such open associations. 
Following in the wake of the DBS, the newspaper societies, by 1914, had a 
cumulative membership of 1.3 million.46 It would be fanciful to suggest that all of 
these individuals assiduously remembered their pledges, or for that matter took them 
in good faith, and they then immediately gave up egg-collecting, regularly fed the 
birds and henceforth treated animals with respect. Nevertheless, given the letters 
received from children corroborating their humanitarian activities, it can be safely 
assumed that thousands of wild and domestic creatures must have benefited from the 
actions of members of the DBS and its imitators.    
 
Although these newspapers never matched the print-quality or provided the 
page-space of the periodicals, they countered this deficiency by instead offering to 
children a relatively uncritical society by which they could submit their contributions. 
This was a carefully cultivated relationship, and given that newspapers were largely 
for profit concerns, lacking the Church funding that supported many of the children’s 
devotional periodicals, it was straightforward commercial sense to host a popular 
feature, where the children of adult readers had their letters printed with 
accompanying praise. Such societies were just as likely to be found in the weekly 
publications of a small town, such as Berwick upon Tweed, as in the weekend 
miscellany papers that served large cities and attempted nationwide coverage, for 
example, the Weekly Telegraph.47 There was definitely a common affinity for these 
societies, not just illustrated by children’s affectionate letters, but also from adults. 
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The readers of the NWC elected the DBS as their newspaper’s most popular feature in 
1904. Evidence also suggests that these weekly newspapers were, in turn, held in high 
esteem and trusted, by their readers. The People’s Journal was affectionately known 
as the ‘Ploughman’s Bible’. Added to this working-class affinity was the longevity of 
some of these societies, with some, such as the Golden Circle, remaining permanent 
fixtures for almost the whole lifetime of their host publication. 48  Arguably, a 
newspaper would only retain a feature, and especially one that took up the full pages 
that the Golden Circle did, if it was of proven regard. Therefore, the success of these 
children’s societies in the provincial press drew on the strong relationship these 
newspapers enjoyed with their readers. This was therefore a significant movement, 
and this study has illustrated by analysing the content of newspapers in detail there is 
much more still to be learned about provincial print culture. 
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